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ABSTRACT: In *Escherichia coli*, the bifunctional penicillin-binding proteins (PBPs), PBP1A and PBP1B, play critical roles in the final stage of peptidoglycan (PG) biosynthesis. These synthetic enzymes each possess a PG glycosyltransferase (PGT) domain and a transpeptidase (TP) domain. Recent genetic experiments have shown that PBP1A and PBP1B each require an outer membrane lipoprotein, LpoA and LpoB respectively, to function properly in *vivo*. Here, we use complementary assays to show that LpoA and LpoB each increase the PGT and TP activities of their cognate PBPs, albeit by different mechanisms. LpoA directly increases the rate of the PBP1A TP reaction, which also results in enhanced PGT activity; in contrast, LpoB directly affects PGT domain activity, resulting in enhanced TP activity. These studies demonstrate bidirectional coupling of PGT and TP domain function. Additionally, the transpeptidation assay described here can be applied to study other activators or inhibitors of the TP domain of PBPs, which are validated drug targets.

Peptidoglycan (PG) is an essential crosslinked polymer that surrounds bacterial cells and prevents lysis due to high internal osmotic pressures.\(^1\) Since PG is required for survival and is unique to bacteria, it is a target for antibiotics. Understanding PG biosynthesis is therefore crucial for developing strategies to overcome antibiotic resistance.\(^1b,2\) PG is synthesized from a membrane-anchored disaccharide-peptide substrate, Lipid II, by bifunctional penicillin-binding proteins (PBPs) that contain two domains: a PG glycosyltransferase (PGT) domain that assembles the glycan polymer chains and a transpeptidase (TP) domain that forms peptide crosslinks between these chains (Figure 1).\(^3\) In *Escherichia coli*, two bifunctional PBPs, PBP1A and PBP1B, play important roles in PG synthesis. Genetic studies have established that each PBP requires an outer membrane lipoprotein to function in *vivo*.\(^1d,4\)

These lipoprotein cofactors, LpoA and LpoB, are essential for the *in vivo* function of the bifunctional PBPs, but their specific functions remain unclear. Here we characterize the...
actions, which proceed through a common acyl-enzyme intermediate

**Figure 2.** Lpo proteins enhance the TP activities of their cognate PBPs. (a) Reaction scheme showing attack on a PG peptide side chain by a TP domain’s catalytic serine to form an acyl enzyme intermediate followed by addition of D-amino acid, producing a modified peptide side chain. (b) Rate analysis of D-Ala incorporation into PG polymers produced by PBP1A in the presence and absence of Lpo proteins (200 nM each). (c) Rate analysis of D-Ala incorporation into PG polymers produced by PBP1B + /- LpoA or LpoB (50 nM each). For all experiments, 40 μM Lys(Ac)-Lipid II (1) and 40 μM [14C]-D-Ala were used. Error bars indicate the standard deviation for duplicate experiments.

formed by attack of a catalytic serine on a substrate D-Ala-D-Ala amide bond. Deacylation can occur via attack by water to release a tetrapeptide or through attack by an amine.7 If the amine is on the side chain of a peptide from another glycan strand, a crosslink results (Figure 1a), but it is also possible to incorporate a number of different D-amino acids (Figure 2a). Rate analysis based on peptide crosslinking is challenging because the products are heterogeneous polymers. Therefore, we decided to quantify transpeptidation activity by following incorporation of radiolabeled D-Ala into newly synthesized PG prepared from Lys-Lipid II and on the ε-amine (Figure 1b, 1). We have previously established that glycan chains made from this substrate form acyl enzyme intermediates with TP domains, but they are not crosslinked because they do not contain free peptide side chain amines. In this way, we used incorporation of D-amino acid to directly report on the activity of the TP domain.

E. coli PBP1A was incubated with a 1:1 mixture of Lys(Ac)-Lipid II (1) and [14C]-D-Ala, and the radioactivity incorporated into PG polymers was plotted as a function of time (Figure 2b). After an initial lag, D-Ala incorporation into PG proceeded at a steady rate before plateauing at ~15% conversion. D-Ala incorporation was not detected in the presence of penicillin G (penG), confirming that the process depends on the TP domain (see Supplemental Information, Figure S1). The plateau occurred at a time point coinciding with complete conversion of Lipid II to product (see Figure 4a), suggesting that amino acid incorporation requires ongoing PGT domain activity. Consistent with this hypothesis, a PBP1A variant in which an essential catalytic glutamate in the PGT domain is replaced with glutamine did not incorporate D-amino acids into previously prepared glycan polymers (Figure S2). Having established conditions to monitor D-Ala incorporation into PG polymers, we examined the effect of LpoA and LpoB on PBP1A TP activity. Whereas LpoB did not affect D-Ala incorporation, one equivalent of LpoA increased the rate of incorporation by 4.5-fold (Figure 2b). The rate enhancement reached a maximum of 6-fold at a ratio of 1:2 PBP1A:LpoA (Figure S3a), indicating that LpoA activates PBP1A in a stoichiometric rather than catalytic manner. An analogous series of experiments was performed using PBP1B, and in this case we observed that LpoB, but not LpoA, affected the rate of D-Ala incorporation. The rate enhancement was modest, reaching a maximum of only 1.5-fold (Figure 2c; Figure S3b). Nevertheless, the results showed that each lipoprotein affects the TP activity only of its cognate PBP.

We next analyzed the products formed by PBP1A in the presence and absence of LpoA using the native E. coli substrate, m-DAP Lipid II (2). PG polymers containing m-DAP can undergo crosslinking (Figure 1a) as well as D-Ala incorporation (Figure 2a). For product analysis, we used a previously described LC/MS assay that allows us to identify different transpeptidation products following post-reaction degradation of PG (Figure 3a). Incubation of E. coli PBP1A with 2 for 15 minutes followed by degradation produced the pentapeptide-containing fragment A, the tetrapeptide-containing fragment B, and the crosslinked muropeptide fragment C (Figure 3b, trace i). When LpoA was added to the reaction, hydrolysis product B increased slightly and a small amount of hydrolyzed cross-linked product was also observed, consistent with increased TP activity (Figure S4). In order to detect changes in amino acid incorporation as well as cross-linking, deuterated D-Ala was added to PBP1A reactions with and without LpoA (compare traces ii and iii). Upon addition of LpoA, we observed a dramatic increase in transpeptidation products, comprising crosslinked peak C, deuterated pentapeptide peak A' and crosslinked deuterated peak C' (Figure 3c). Consistent with previous work, the total cross-linked material increased from 19% to 29% of detected products. These studies show that LpoA substan-
ationally increases the transpeptidation activity of PBP1A, whereas analogous experiments with PBP1B show that LpoB has a much smaller effect on TP activity (Figure S5).

**Figure 3.** LpoA increases transpeptidation during PG synthesis by PBP1A. (a) Schematic of method for analyzing PG synthesis by PBPs. (b) LC/MS extracted chromatograms of PBP1A (400 nM) and m-DAP Lipid II (2, 20 µM) reactions (t = 15 min) produce A (representing unmodified peptide side chain), B (representing hydrolyzed peptide), and C (representing crosslinked peptides) (i). Reactions containing D-Ala-d$_3$ (60 µM) result in deuterated peaks, pentapeptide A' and crosslinked C' (ii). Upon addition of LpoA (400 nM), A' and C' increase in intensity (iii). (c) Quantification of percent transpeptidation and cross-linking. % transpeptidation = (A'+C+C')/(A+A'+C+C'); % cross-links = (C+C')/(A+A'+C+C').

We next examined PGT activity in the presence of the Lip proteins under the same conditions used to monitor TP activity. PBP1A and LpoA were incubated with a 1:1 mixture of [14C]-GlcNAc-labeled Lys(Ac) Lipid II (1 µM) and unlabeled D-Ala in the presence and absence of their cognate lipoproteins, and the reactions were analyzed by paper chromatography to separate polymer from unreacted starting material. LpoA increased the rate of PBP1A-catalyzed glycan polymer synthesis approximately 1.5-fold compared to reactions lacking LpoA (Figure 4a). This effect was not due to the added D-Ala because reactions lacking D-Ala showed a similar increase in PGT activity in the presence of LpoA (Figure S6). To determine whether the enhanced PGT activity was dependent on TP activity, we monitored the reaction in the presence of penG, which covalently inactivates the TP domain. As shown in Figure 4b, addition of penG obliterated the rate enhancement due to LpoA. Similar experiments carried out with PBP1B showed that LpoB also increased the rate of glycan polymer synthesis by ~1.5 fold. However, inactivation of the TP domain with penG did not attenuate this rate enhancement (compare Figures 4c and 4d) and may even have increased it.

LpoA and LpoB were recently identified as essential cofactors that “activate” E. coli PBP1A and PBP1B so that these enzymes can perform the essential function of making crosslinked PG. It was proposed that each lipoprotein stimulates the transpeptidase activity of its cognate PBP, thereby facilitating attachment of new PG to the sacculus. In this paper we show that the lipoproteins have very different effects on their cognate PBPs. Both Lpo proteins increase the rate of glycan polymerization, but in the case of LpoA the rate enhancement depends on TP activity whereas in the case of LpoB it does not. Since LpoA enhances D-amino acid incorporation (Figure 2) as well as crosslinking (Figure 3), its likely function is to promote formation of the covalent intermediate, i.e.,...
substrate acylation (Figure 2a), rather than to bring substrates in close proximity. LpoB’s primary effect appears to be on PGT domain activity4,5,6 because its addition to PBP1B reactions not only increases the rate of polymerization, it also substantially reduces the average length of the glycan strands that are made.7 LpoA does not affect the length of polymers produced by PBP1A (Figure S8). Hence, each Lpo protein has a dominant effect on a different domain: LpoA on the TP domain and LpoB on the PGT domain. While these studies clearly show that each Lpo protein primarily affects a different domain of its cognate PBP, the kinetic effects are less than ten-fold in vitro, which amounts to less than 1 kcal/mole on the energetic profiles of the enzymes. Nevertheless, the phenotypic effects are significant because each Lpo protein is essential for the biological function of its cognate PBP. In the case of LpoB, the dramatic effect on glycan length may affect resulting PG structure. We note that in E. coli, PBP1B is believed to be responsible for making septal PG whereas PBP1A is thought to make its cognate PBP, both domains are affected. There are polymerization due to LpoB could affect transpeptidation activity. Fir

polymerization due to LpoB could affect transpeptidation activity. First, some TP domains may only recognize polymeric substrates.1c-d,3,5q,t In such cases, increasing PGT activity would make more polymeric substrate available for crosslinking. Alternatively, or in addition, a conformational change may be transmitted from an actively polymerizing PGT domain to the TP domain, activating it in turn. While it has previously been noted that TP activity may require PGT activity,1c-d,3,5o-t the converse had not been observed, yet our results show that LpoA enhances PGT activity in a manner that depends on having a functional TP domain. Therefore, we suggest that the active states of the PGT and TP domains of bifunctional PBPs are conformationally coupled in a bidirectional fashion. Efforts to elucidate the molecular basis for the cooperative functioning of the two enzymatic activities of bifunctional PBPs are underway.
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(11) There is also a lag phase for PBP1A-catalyzed glycan polymerization seen in Figure 4a (and ref. 5k.q).

(12) These observations are consistent with previous in vitro work with *E. coli* PBP1B (see ref. 5p), *E. coli* PBP1A (see ref. 5q), and *Streptococcus pneumonia* PBP1b (see ref. 5o), which suggest that cross-linking and glycosyltransfer reactions occur simultaneously.


(15) The effect of LpoA on the PGT activity of PBP1A is only observed at high Lipid II concentration, but not at low concentrations of Lipid II (see Figure S7 and ref. 4a).